
 

 

 

What’s New? 
Parent Online Safety Session 

 

In conjunction with The Safety Centre, we have 

organised for two online sessions on how to keep your 

child safe on social media, on Apps and the internet. 

During the current climate, this is more poignant that 

ever.  The sessions are repeated. One is on Thursday 

28th January and the other is on Tuesday 2nd February. 

Further information will be sent over the coming days.  

 

What’s New? 
School Email 

 

We have updated our 

school email address. If you 

have any queries or need to 

pass on information, please 

email: 

office@rickleypark.co.uk  

 

2021 Spring One Newsletter 

Happy New Year!  

We have started this term slightly differently, yet again, but hopefully not for too long. The 

children both in school and at home will be learning the same concepts and at the same 

pace so that when we ultimately come back together, they can continue all as one! We 

have faced challenges over the past year and we will tackle this one in exactly the same 

way that I have learnt the Rickley Park community do, with resilience and determination. In 

the meantime, I will see some of you in school and some of you in the zoom room! 
 

Mrs Nicole Bramwell 

Head of School 

Safeguarding Snippet 
Are your Parental Controls in place for TikTok? 

 

TikTok: Update Parental Controls with the Family Pairing Feature (SWGfL) 

Search: Decide what can be searched for. This includes content, users, hashtags, or sounds 

 Screen Time Management: Sets how long your teen can spend on TikTok each day 

 Discoverability: Decide on the account being private (you decide who can see their content) 

or public (anyone can search and view content) 

 

To find out more information about TikTok's Family Pairing feature and to download a helpful poster to 

share with pupils and parents, go to: https://swgfl.org.uk/magazine/tiktok-update-parental-controls-

with-family-pairing-feature/ 

FORP News 
 

A huge thank you to the Friends of Rickley Park (FORP) team for organising the Christmas 

party boxes at the end of term. The children absolutely loved them and made our final day 

of the autumn term a fun-filled one! 

 

 

 

Staffing Update 
 

Mrs Taylor-Smith has resigned from her post as Deputy Head Teacher. We would like to thank 

her for everything she has done for the Rickley Park community and wish her all the best for 

this next stage in her journey! 
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Nursery 
Our new topic this term is called ‘Where does snow go?' 

This is great for this time of year as it enables us to focus on the season of winter. We may get a bit of 

snow but definitely icy puddles and looking at steamy breath. We will be looking for and helping the 

wild life around us such as feeding the birds. We will also observe those early signs of spring such as 

shoots or early flowers.   Our phonic focus will be to develop the awareness of sounds and rhythms. We 

will be completing activities such as Action songs, thinking about different ways to move:  tip toe, walk 

like a giant and pass a sound around to friends. In maths, to recite numbers in order to 10 and to count 

up to four objects to attempt to use graphic representations to record number explorations in pictures 

and mark making. When using construction we will look at developing the names of the simple 

geometric shapes.  

Reception 
In Reception this half term our topic is, 'Are we there yet?' all about different modes of transport and 

journeys, real and imaginary! 

We continue to learn new phonic sounds including digraphs (2 letters that make one sound, such as 

'ch', 'sh', 'th') and will be blending sounds to make words, labels, captions and short sentences. We will 

encourage children to read from different sources and develop a life-long love of books.  

In Maths we are consolidating our knowledge of numbers to 10 and deepening the understanding of 

how numbers work together. We will also be learning about mass and capacity. 

 

Year One 
In maths this half term, we will be focusing on how to write numerals to 20 in numbers and words. Using 

number tracks to count on and count back to 20. We will explore both addition and subtraction to 20 

using number bonds and tens and ones. 

In English we will be looking at basic sentences focusing on capital letters, full stops and fingers spaces. 

We will have a big push on the use of imaginative, descriptive language to make our writing more 

interesting! 

Our topic for this half term is ‘Big Lights, Big City’. Geography and art will be the focus subjects and 

within those we will investigate the different countries within the UK and create a geography and art 

project around that knowledge.  

 

Year Two 
In English we will be focusing on writing non-fiction texts including instructions and non-chronological 

reports.   

In maths this half term, we will continue to work on multiplication and division using both resources and 

the written method.   

Our topic is 'Land Ahoy' and we will be developing our geographical knowledge by looking at seas 

and oceans across the world and finding out about sea explorers and pirates! 

What is happening this half term? 

 

Year Three 
This term we continue to focus on multiplication and division in maths, ending up by consolidating 

knowledge of the 4- and 8-timestables. We will then move onto measurement, with the focus being on 

money.  

In English lessons we are extending our knowledge of Year 3/4 spellings and developing our ability to 

become creative writers by using adventurous vocabulary. The children will be encouraged to 

become SPaG detectives using the features taught in the SPaG starter in their follow up writing.   

We will then move onto learning the key features of Instructions.  

In Topic we will be finishing our Rocks, Relics and Rumbles unit of work, learning about fossils, 

earthquakes and volcanoes. 



 

 

 

 

What is happening this half term? 

The Hub 
In English, it's all about building sentences in The Hub this half term! We will be making silly sentences 

with our new 'build a sentence' tools which will help us write newspaper articles! We are also looking at 

how to write descriptive pieces of writing. 

In maths, we will recap on 3D shapes and their properties. The Hub children will also be looking at 

multiplication. 

Our topic is ‘New Beginnings’. We have looked at celebrating a New Year and New Year's Resolutions 

already this week. This will tie in nicely when we look at how different countries celebrate the New 

Year, paying more  attention to Chinese New Year and how they celebrate this big festival! 

Year Four 
This term the children will develop their use of figurative language to make their writing more exciting and 

powerful. Alongside this, the children will be delving into more engaging texts in Reading. We will kick off the 

term with a classic- Charlotte's Web. This text will allow the children to explore various language and 

vocabulary. Year 4 will continue to learn through experience lessons which always brings books to life as well 

as using VIPER style questioning. In Maths, the children will be focusing on multiplication and division. Over the 

following term in Topic, we will be returning to our Blue Abyss topic which explores the Ocean and its 

creatures as well as identifying how the current environmental issues are affecting it. Our Science lessons will 

then move onto learning about States of Matter. This is a chemistry-based unit which encourages children to 

identify Solids, Liquids and Gases and how they make up the world we live in. Our topic lessons this term will 

also include some exciting History learning based on the Ancient Romans! 

Year Five 
This half term, in maths, we shall be further developing our understanding of multiplication 

and division, focussing on long multiplication and bus-stop method division while also diving 

into fractions.  

In English, we shall continue to embed the grammar features we have covered so far 

(including parenthesis, relative clauses, and passive voice) while writing using sentence 

stacking.  

Topic lessons will cover areas such as Hinduism, Ancient Egypt, coding with Purple Mash and 

Animals including Humans in Science. 

Year Six 
We begin this half term looking at the human body and how some of our vital systems keep us alive. 

We’re moving onto studying Ancient Greece and the Victorians - with a look at what school life was 

like- later on this half term. We’re giving the children a taste for a range of different subjects.  

In maths, we’re continuing to study fractions this half term before moving onto decimals and 
percentages. At this point in the year, the children will start to notice lots of links in their learning. The 

children are able to use multiple skills in each lesson as their learning progresses.  

In English, we are starting with a narrative unit, telling the story of the ill-fated Endurance expedition. 

Children will be using the full range of their previous grammar learning to create a well-crafted tale. 

Following this, we will be using all our powers of persuasion to write an advert for a new gadget.   

 


